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Pamela Gaunt

introduction

The projects featured in this
submission for Chronotopia
strongly reflect my aesthetic
lexicon and foreground my
experience and ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Collaborate with many different participants in a project where
appropriate;
Use my strong interest in research to form the basis for the conceptual
and material journey of the project;
Use my longstanding research interest in aesthetics – particularly in the
concept of affect - to evoke sensorial responses to my work;
Make work that changes when viewed from distant and intimate
proximities.
Make work that retains an ongoing interest through shifts across day/
nocturnal experiences and seasonal changes, by the use of illumination,
shadows, reflections and refractions, and choosing materials and
processes that enhance these qualities. This is also tied to sensorial
qualities;
Liaise and/or collaborate with others who are marginal to the building
project but essential to the artwork development;
Integrate artwork into building surfaces and structures;
Be challenged by new processes and materials;
Be challenged in how to use/apply existing processes and materials in
new ways - including new technologies;
Use my enduring interest in the layering of materials/ideas/processes –
as in geological stratification - to ensure the ideas in the work are not all
apparent on first viewing. I attempt to ensure the work is sustainable, in
the sense that if the viewer returns, they experience new things;
Build environmentally sustainable elements into projects where
possible; and
Manage large budgets.

Cover page credits:
Photography:
Robert Frith, Acorn
Photography
Architects:
Armstrong Parkin

The notion of Chronotopia already exists as a
complimentary thread in many of the public art
projects I have worked on. Concepts of time and
place are sometimes subtle and at times, more
overt. A deliberate and subtle sotto voce often
prevails – waiting to be discovered by the viewer.
Time and place ideas often manifest by shifting
conditions in artworks through day/nocturnal
and seasonal changes and with the layering of
ideas, materials and processes. It is anticipated the
following pages evidence these ideas for the reader.

Artwork:
Pamela Gaunt, 2013

Referees are included as contact persons
for each project.

Layout design:
Jacqueline Shaw
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Kings Park Education Artwork Project: Project 1
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A jewel like-kiosk in the form of a rough-cut diamond located on Perth’s foreshore adjacent to the Swan
River and the proposed Ritz Carlton Hotel.
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Kings Park Education Artwork Project: Project 2
A series of illuminated and responsive, building integrated ground apertures.

Rio Tinto Naturescape: Solar Powered & Solar
Responsive Building Integrated Artwork in Kings Park

An autonomous solar powered & solar responsive building integrated artwork, that visually represents
changes in solar radiation levels through changing patterns in the glass.
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The artwork locations are as follows:

1. Up-main and down-main platform

canopies, 23 glass interventions into
the structural FRP canopy material.
2. Four glass screens – two per platform
- at the side of the platform seating
The design development process was twoDATUM :
fold. Research involved both flora images
and the development of a list of speciesHORIZONTAL:
that
VERTICAL:
eliminated introduced species and added
common and Aboriginal names, where
available. Images of flora species in the Brixton
Street Wetlands were purchased from Lochman
Transparencie’s extensive image base. The
images were chosen for their potential
to be digitally edited, reformatted, and
printed onto glass. Consideration regarding
the constraints of the artwork dimensions
for each location was also necessary.
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PTA's written permission, and the contents
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nor be used for any unauthorised purpose.
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Australia

Down main platform
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Each image was carefully edited from its the
visual background information and its ability to
become abstracted. The design development
process involved numerous experiments with
each chosen species, to determine the scale,
composition, repetition, and layering before
being re-digitized. An ‘alphabet’ of digitally
UP MAIN PLATFORM
modified images of the Brixton Street Wetlands
species was developed through experimentation
with scale, repetition and composition.
During this process it became evident that the
black and white version of the samples were the
most successful images in communicating an
appropriate abstract version of the original images.
The achromatic aspect worked most successfully
with the FRP canopy colour, the Vanceva coloured
glass behind the image, and also in maintaining a
connection to the source. It also makes reference to
past botanical representations of hand drawn flora.
Screens Surrounding Platform Seating
The Greater Brixton Street Wetlands flora list
The glass text-based screens are intended to
compiled by Janice Marshall in 2000. 2 formed
contextualise the artwork visual panels by
the basis for the species list. However, this
introducing the names of the total species from
document required re-typing and only contained
the Brixton Street Wetlands, minus introduced
family, genus, and species names. Common
species. The species in the Brixton Street Wetlands
names and Australian Aboriginal names have
amount to 650 plus – after the weed species were
been sourced from other references.3
eliminated from the list - the species count amounts
For the artwork proposed in the screens, the
to 545.
standard way of representing species will be
Whilst a small section of the total species is
reversed and the family name will be dropped.
visually represented in the other panels, the
Therefore the order will be: Australian Aboriginal
DESIGNED
platform screens display all the names using text
and/or common name; genus KENWICK
and thenTRAIN STATION UPGRADE
DRAWN
UP MAIN with
SECTIONS
4 image. Each species’ name traces the edge of a
species. Careful consultation occurred
the SHEET 1 OF as
CHECKED
leaf species, such as the Banksia Grandis. These are
Aboriginal experts in Noongar language at the
Drawing No: 4.00
:C
layered andREV
display
a scale and tonal difference.
Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPAW) to
determine accuracy of names and spelling.
Footnotes
It should be noted that some of the species have
1 Marshall J., The Greater Brixton Street Wetlands Management
been renamed since the document was generated.
Guidelines, Natural History and Research, 2000.
Where possible, the current names have been
2 ibid
substituted for the redundant names. It should also
3 Bennett E., Common and Aboriginal Names of Western Australian
be noted that common and/or Australian Aboriginal
Plant Species (Wildflower Society of WA),1991 and the
names are not available for all species. In this case,
Flora Data Base, http://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/search/advanced.
only the genus and the species names are used.

FOLDED STAINLESS STEEL
SERVICE ENCLOSURE

CCTV CAMERAS REFER TO
ELECTRICAL DWGS

A little known aspect of the Kenwick Station
location is it’s close proximity to the Brixton
Street Wetlands. In a past century, the patriots
of the station had to trudge through the
wetlands in their boots to the station and
thus, were very aware of the surrounding
SECTION AA (UP MAIN) environment. The Brixton Street and wider
wetlands contains 21% of Perth’s biodiversity
and boasts a unique and diverse flora species
(more than 650 including 120 weed species).
Historically, much of the original wetlands were
cleared for farming, and whilst what remained
posed a difficulty for urban development, it
DRN CHKD APP
AMENDMENT
DATE
has contributed to its survival. The wetlands
SIZE
CAD DRAWING PATHNAME
1
demonstrate a complex hydrology and unique
site-specific soil structure significant for the flora.
This includes declared rare flora species such as:
Pennywort (Hydrocotyle lemnoides) and water
ribbons Aponogeton hexatepalus). 1 The City
of Gosnells, in cooperation with the Friends of
Brixton Street Wetlands, has made concerted
efforts to raise awareness of the significance of
the site, to the local community and beyond.
COMMS

To date, the interface between the Kenwick
station and this significant 180-hectare site has
been poor. Many commuters are unaware of
the rich and significant heritage of the adjacent
Wetlands. The artwork proposal attempts to
build awareness of the significance of the
wetlands, and its flora, for the passengers who
traverse the station. Like all railway commuters,
the Kenwick station commuters have reflective
time while waiting for the train. The proposed
artworks offer users the opportunity to learn
about aspects of the Brixton Street Wetlands
through the incorporation of relevant imagery
and text into the canopy and other structures of
the platform. The FRP canopy interventions will
offer different imagery on each platform, offering
travellers the opportunity to learn something
different at departure and return to Kenwick.
It is important to state that the images are
intended to be an abstraction of the original
source and not a didactic
illustration of the flora
XX
species. Rather, the images make reference to
the source in an engaging and sensorial way.
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Up main platform

Public Transport Authority
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Artists fee

AUD$21.8K

ex gst
The artwork production,
fabrication and materials
were covered in the
architect’s budget.

Materials

Canopy:
Coloured Vanceva*
interlayers in glass inserts
in the FRP canopy
Imagink** printed black &
white glass inserts
Glass Screens Surrounding
Platform Seating:
Toughened and laminated
Imagink printed glass with
coloured highlights for
particular text.
N.B. All glass is toughened
and laminated and
conforms to Australian
glass standards for
thickness
*Vanceva glass comprises
laminated glass with a
plain coloured interlayer.
**Imagink glass is a
printed glass surface using
a ceramic-based ink that
fuses to the glass when
heated in the kiln after
printing and boasts 25
years lifespan.

kenwick station upgrade

back to table of
contents

Four glass text screens at the side
of the platform seating contain
the names of all the species in the
adjacent wetlands

Detail of text screens – text is
written and printed in both
directions to accomodate
passengers on both sides of the
glass. Train visibility was also an
important consideration.
Twenty-three glass inserts into the structural FRP canopy of up and down main platforms showing artwork reflections

Detail of glass inserts in FRP canopy with wetlands
flora imagery. Note the coloured Vanceva interlayer
changes according to the sky colour, e.g. yellow
interlayer turns green

Drosera plant

Exterior view of down
main, glass inserts

2017

Role

Introduction

Elizabeth Quay, located on the
southern edge of Perth city’s CBD
and on the northern banks of Swan
River, is a key project in the overall
urban revitalisation of the city. The
food and beverage outlet, located
on the north east corner of the
waterfront inlet, contributes to the
creation of a ‘distinctive sense of
character of place’ that is crucial
to the success of the precinct.
The architects took inspiration
from the form, colour and quality
of the uncut diamonds from the
Argyle region of Western Australia.
The project investigates a number
of unique qualities of this precious
material and translates these qualities
into a ‘jewel-like’ architectural
response.. The artwork compliments
and responds to the architects
‘jewel-like’ nature of the built form.
It should be noted that the scope of
works for the architects was to deliver
a ‘cold shell’ only. Therefore, neither
the architects, nor the artist, had any
control over the internal fitout.

location

Perth
Swan River
Foreshore
Western
Australia

The FOB5 project comprises 150 glass panels that become
the building’s skin. Each glass panel is a unique printed
entity because the imagery is not repeated.
The conceptual intention was to conflate the idea and
form of the rough-cut diamond with a highly polished cut
diamond in order to visually narrate the diamond’s story.
Whilst this may not be immediately apparent to the viewer,
the concept has contributed to richly layered imagery with
a shifting sensorial appeal; occurring through shadows
and reflection, seasonal conditions, internal/external and
day/nocturnal views. These aspects are part the work’s
distinctiveness in terms of place.
The imagery compliments the architectural premise to
create a site-specific form, whose presence reflects the
distinctive character of the site and the uniqueness of
Western Australia.
The imagery evolved from a highly complex process of
hand drawn elements that have been digitised, layered,
then printed in achromatic, translucent colours onto
glass. The print is achromatic (in grey tones) the pink and
champagne coloured inter-layers, that are representative
of some of the unique diamonds from Western Australia,
add to the dimensional complexity and sensorial
experience of the glass.
The FOB5 project for Elizabeth Quay involved close
collaboration with IPH architects, digital designer Quyen
Do and Cooling Brothers Glass.

drawings

originator of
concept/artist
with IPH
Architects

conceptual response to the brief

elizabeth quay project
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completion date

Technical Details and Process

The source material for the glass and perforated metal draws inspiration from rough-cut and cut
diamonds unique to Western Australia. The developmental process was highly complex due to
the decision by the artist to make one side of the building a ‘repeat motif’ to be applied to the
remaining three sides. The complexity increased with the desire to combine a watercolour drawing
of a rough-cut diamond, with the more hard-edged cut diamond combined as a background layer.
The decision complimented the ‘unique’ nature of the building in opposition to using a repeated
image for each glass window.
The artwork imagery evolved from hand drawn elements that were photographed in sections,
digitized, digitally stitched together, layered, then printed in achromatic, translucent and opaque
ink onto glass. A series of deconstructed hand drawings were created for each of the three printed
layers – the structural matrix; the tonal grey shapes; the white linear opaque layer; plus a large
scale colour coded legend to assist with the interpretation of the 6 grey tones used. Vanceva
coloured interlayers generated individually determined colours for each glass panel.
Computer generated drawings in the developmental phase would have failed to allow the
creator to view the development of the whole drawing along one side of the building. The scale
factor became prohibitive.

back to table of
contents

Artists fee

AUD$18K

ex gst
The artwork production,
fabrication and
materials were covered
in the architect’s
budget.

Materials
Printed glass

Vanceva coloured
interlayers
Perforated metal

process sketches

elizabeth quay project

back to table of
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Nocturnal view of glass exterior prior to perforated metal installation

Installation

Completed building

Perforated metal detail

Interior glass detail

completion date

2013
1680
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I wish to confirm our desire to commission you to develop a proposal for operable artworks that can be
attached to our house.
As discussed I wish for the screens to be a new layer to the house that introduces a new dimension to the
experience and quality of the form and space.
The only constraints are the following:
•
•
•
•

Screens should be made from the same material as the upper level of the house.
The screens should allow for ventilation and light to penetrate.
Screens should provide privacy for the bedrooms behind them.
Screens are required to help manage sun penetration in summer to control upstair temperatures.

For me light and shadow are very central to architecture and we have tried to continue this within our
house. The new screens ideally should be an extension and alternative exploration of how this is presented.
We will be paying for all of the materials and manufacture. I have also arranged for a fabricator to prepare
frames on to which the materials can be mounted.
We have no real urgency on the development of this project and are happy to work around your work and
teaching commitments. As you know I am often slow to provide feedback sometimes.
Thank you for agreeing to take on this commission and I look forward to our discussions a long the way
towards its development.
Sincerely,

SC1 + SC2

Window - Capral 30 sash window. Medallion
bronze anodised ﬁnish
Jonathan Lake
Jonathan Lake Architects

Capral 400 Narrowline 100 x 40 mm
aluminium window framing with slotted
subsill. Medallion
Bronze Anodised
location

Abbreviations

back to table of
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SD - SLIDING DOOR
F - FIXED
S - SLIDINGProject budget
AUD$15K
DH - DOUBLE
HUNG
ex gst

2475

The artwork screens are part of the children’s
bedroom design and are located on the upper
level of the residential building – with one visible
from a public laneway below.
Day and night privacy whilst still allowing
sufficient light penetration, yet simultaneously
reducing solar penetration, were the main
challenge for this residential commission. The
architect/client also desired the artwork to be
created from the same material as the upper
building skin – a form of plywood.
A simple design was developed that would
allow a series of irregular perforated holes and
1mm depth cnc milled sections. In addition,
several coloured acrylic pieces were inserted
into the holes to enhance the reflections on the
interior during the day, and from the exterior at
night. The Lake children were invited to choose
a limited colour palette for the acrylic inserts in
their individual screens.
Consideration was given to the placement of
perforated holes on the screen, to ensure privacy
from the laneway.
Whilst this project appears relatively simple
from the surface, it maximised the experiential
and shifting nature of light, shadow and colour
and its propensity to permeate beyond a room
into adjoining spaces. It also highlights how
research tests can uncover the hidden potential
of materials. Within the context of this project,
the concept of porosity unveiled how light can
penetrate and become transformed through
seemingly dense materials.

Materials
Plywood

Coloured translucent
acrylic inserts
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Subject: Sliding Screen Artwork Commission

conceptual response to brief

Dear Pam,

50 x 25 RHS behind joint

Pamela Gaunt
12 Cantle Street
Perth WA 6000

2535

January 17, 2012

plywood offcut shown dotted

73A REDFERN STREET NORTH PERTH WA 6006 TEL 9444 5570 MOB 0419 000 486 lakearchitects.com.au
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30

originator of
concept/artist

brief

jonathan lake architects

ﬁbreglass ﬂy screens to the sashless sliding window

5 ROSSLYN STREET WEST LE
TEL 08 9388 7050 FAX 08 9388
EMAIL contact@lakearchitects.c

73a Redfern Street North
New Residence

30 x 30 SHS Duragal perimeter frame. 30 x 30 SHS
Technical
Details
and
intermediate frame for ﬁxing. Allow 50
x 25 RHS
vertical
railProcess
Considerable testing of the plywood occurred to determine how thin it could be cnc milled to
behind timber sheet joint
allow light to penetrate without breaking the wood. A depth of 1mm gave the desired results. The
Architectural
random coloured acrylic sections were laser cut slightly smaller than a few of the
holes to fit them

ABN 29 495 843 696 LAKE ARCHITECTURE STUDIO PTY LTD ACN 108 812 599 AS TRUSTEE OF THE HO & LAKE FAMILY TRUST

Rear, Redfern
Street
Allow North
integralPerth
hardware by window
manufacturer.
Awning winder
Western
Australia

exactly.

'BRIO Single Run 80' Top hung sliding door track.

DOOR & WINDOW SCHEDU
DRAWN

JL

DESIGNED

process sketches

jonathan lake architects

back to table of
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Interior details

Interior details showing CNC milled sections back
illuminated from sunlight

Exterior at night

Exterior day view

Top: Nocturnal exterior view

Bottom:Interior view

completion date

2014

Role

originator of
concept/artist

Introduction

Situated in the heart of Leederville,
Perth in Western Australia, the Foyer
Oxford building initiative is the
first purpose built housing under
The Foyer model in Australia. The
Foyer’s aim offer’s best practice
life-changing opportunities globally
for disadvantaged youth. The Foyer
Oxford artwork was commissioned
by a unique partnership between
Foundation Housing Ltd, Anglicare
WA, Central Institute of Technology
and the Western Australian
Government’s Department of
Housing. The art project concept
developed was intended to highlight
and celebrate the affirmative
philosophy underpinning the Foyer.

Constellation I & II

conceptual response to the brief

foyer oxford

Acknowledgements
Client
Foundation Housing Ltd,
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Project Architect: GHD
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The two artworks entitled
Constellation I & II, comprise two
interrelated components - a large
patterned and illuminated glass
façade and an adjacent concrete
seat in the outer courtyard
on Oxford Street. The linear
elements used as the basis for
the glass patterns generated for
this work stem from drawings
contributed by young volunteer
potential residents of The Foyer.
Invited participants were asked
to make a drawing, or series of
drawings, that focused on their
hopes, dreams, and aspirations
of their collective futures.
The drawings embedded in
the design become complex
layered graphic elements, giving
the patterned glass façade
added depth and meaning. The
nocturnal animated illumination
allows the work to project a
different presence between day
and night highlighting different
elements of the pattern to
become ‘constellation-like’. The
title of the work refers to a group
of stars, which together form an
interlinked pattern, create light
and are intended as a metaphor
for the notion of community.

Technical Details and Process

Constellation I: became the entire façade on the north wall of the building and is made entirely of
glass, printed with Imagink, a ceramic based ink, toughened and laminated to withstand the elements,
and guaranteed for 25 years. A decision was made to print on the exterior surface of the glass to
highlight the dull/shiny relationship between the printed and non-printed sections of the glass.
A prototype was developed to ensure the success of the technical and electrical details. Behind
the glass façade electro-luminescent lighting (Flatlight) is installed. The facade illumination is
programmed to shift between two sequences nocturnally. One cycle will illuminated the large circles
and the other program will foreground the smaller, hidden or more embedded circles. Each sequence
has a bank of eight Flatlights that come on together. The illumination fades into each sequence rather
than an utilising an abrupt on/off approach.
The success of the project relied heavily on close communication and liaison with the various
industry partners who contributed to the project.
The installation was a complex and challenging process involving: a team of five people; the
installation of sheets of glass requiring two kinds of lifts (a scissor lift and a boom lift) at times, 12
06
metres from the ground.
The artist proposed to print the patterned glass onto the windows of the two apartments in the
façade. This was not included in the original budget. The client agreed to this proposal to allow the
occupants a unique experience of light and shadow in their apartments.
Constellation II:The printed glass was inserted into the cast concrete semi-ovoid seating and
programmed for nocturnal back illumination. Positioned almost at the base of the façade, it is
intended as a companion piece to Constellation I.

back to table of
contents

Project budget

AUD$109K
ex gst

Materials

Facade:
Surface printed glass with
Imagink - panels X 10
each 3600mm x 1054mm
- translucent toughened
and laminated glass. Glass
weight = 22kg/sq mt
Translucent Vanceva
interlayers diffuses the
illumination.
Flatlight
(electroluminescent light)
strategically positioned at
the rear of the glass.
Coloured 3M vinyl film
placed over Flatlight to
create circles.
A variety of 240v drivers
and programming
devices for the animated
illumination - housed in
the building switch box.
Seating:
Cast concrete
Imagink printed glass
Illumination with Flatlight
(electroluminescent light)
allows the seat to ‘glow’
at night
3M coloured film

location

Leederville
Western
Australia

Glass printing process

Installation

DRAWINGS FROM OYF RESIDENTS

process sketches

foyer oxford
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1.

5.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
9.

10 repeats

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

The images on the left are drawings created by
young volunteer occupants of The Foyer. The images
are altered slightly to remove text and any forms of
THE PROCESS
identification. The scanned drawings are then digitised
The images on the left are drawings submitted by young
for
use as motifs which are repeated as part of the
volunteer occupants of The Foyer. The images are altered
slightly to
remove text and
any forms of identification. The
design
devlepment
process.
scanned drawings are then digitised for use as motifs which
Participants
were
asked
todevlepment
create drawings
are repeated as part of the design
process.based on
their individual hopes, dreams and aspirations for the
Participants were asked to create drawings based on their
future.
The
artist
has sought
writtenforpermission
individual
hopes,
dreams
and aspirations
the future. Thefrom
artistparticipants
has sought written
from theas
participants
the
to usepermission
their drawings
part of the
to use their drawings as part of the design for The Oxford
design
for
The
Foyer
Oxford
Residence
and
Youth Foyer Residence and wishes to sincerely thankwishes
those to
involved.
sincerely thank those involved.

10 repeats

10 repeats

The drawings on the
left are an example of
25 repeats
how the images were
developed, digitized,
multiplied and
transformed to produce
serial structures for the
glass façade. The motifs
25 repeats
were also reconfigured
and repeated to create the
black and white façade
background.
25 repeats

Acknowledgements: 5. Kaliam, 7. Ian, 8. Ema, 9. Kayla

Acknowledgements: 5. Kaliam, 7. Ian, 8. Ema, 9. Kayla
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Exterior façade with seat

Left and right images: show night-view of animated illumination

Detail of illumination at night

40 repeats

40 repeats

40 repeats

originator of
concept/artist

Project Significance
The project is part of Solar Cities – an important
national Government initiative. The building
is designed with many sustainable attributes
including solar power, planted roof, energy
efficient lighting and natural ventilation
techniques for maximum effect. The building’s
planted roof adds ‘green value’ to its
sustainable attributes and disguises its form
when approached from the main entrance.
location

Kings Park
Western
Australia

1.

FIX OUTER TUBE IN LOCATION

TO SECURE INNER TUBE ONCE IN PLACE
The work responds to the Solar Cities brief to create aFIXING
work
that meters solar energy and other aspects of the buildings
NOM.  OD  Ø190mm  STAINLESS  STEEL  TUBE  TO  FIT  WITHIN  OUTER  TUBE
NOM.  OD  Ø190mm  STAINLESS  STEEL  TUBE  TO  FIT  WITHIN  OUTER  TUBE
sustainable/green attributes. Abstracted imagery about the
parks flora is combined with live data information about energy,
STAINLESS STEEL COVER
and translated into an engaging experience. Fundamental to
CHANNEL CUT INTO ACRYLIC TO ALLOW S/S TUBE
TO DROP IN ONCE INPLACE
the viewing experience, is a built-in sense of ‘wonder’.
The artwork column meters live data from the solar array and
the building’s energy consumption. It converts this information
into a constantly changing illuminated visual display, according
to the levels of power consumption or solar energy generated.
The solar energy, the heating and cooling, and the building’s power
consumption, are translated into three coloured elements within
a multilayered column providing an opportunity for the viewer to
make a visual comparison between energy collected and energy
consumed. Deliberately un-didactic, the artwork functions as an
elegant illuminated and animated visual and sensorial experience.
OPTION 2
The
clients,
architects and Solar Cities have commended the
1:10 @
A3
fact that the artwork allows the building’s ‘solar aspect’ to be
‘value added’ in the sense that hundreds of school children
over the next few years will be exposed to the artwork which
will make a continuous contribution to solar energy education,
beyond the mere presence of solar panels on a building.
The project required considerable research, testing and cooperation
with the project architects, electrical engineer, and industry partners.
Close collaboration with Artcom in the fabrication of the column,
but more significant liaison with the electrical engineer to ensure
the collection and collation of live data with appropriate electrical
components, provided a true visual reflection of the data.

Technical & Process Details
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FIXING TO SECURE INNER TUBE ONCE IN PLACE

30

COS 228
25

OD  Ø250mm  STAINLESS  STEEL  OUTER  TUBE

conceptual response to brief

Introduction
The role of Kings Park Education provides an
interface between a student’s existing knowledge
of ‘nature’ balanced with the educational
experience the student will encounter in the
building and the subsequent physical engagement
in the surrounding Naturescape during their visit.
The artworks in the building and surrounds
are interrelated works. For the purposes of this
submission they have been described as Project OPTION 1
One and Two, because they respond to different 1:10 @ A3
aspects of the artist’s brief.
Project one is a solar responsive, animated and
illuminated live metering column, located inside
the learning area. Project two comprises a series of
illuminated floor inserts in the plaza area that flow
into the Education centre’s interior.

30

Artwork Theme developed by the clients:
‘Engaging Children with Nature’
Artwork Brief developed by Solar Cities: ‘..to create
a work that meters solar energy and other aspects
of the buildings sustainable/green attributes.’

COS 235

MASONRY FIXING

back to table of
contents

Project budget

AUD$180K

for both projects 1 & 2

ex gst

COS 198

Role

COS 205

2012

brief

project 1

kings park education

completion date

Acknowledgements
Client
Botanic Gardens & Parks Authority (BGPA)
Major Contributors
Donaldson & Warn Architects
Botanic Gardens & Parks Authority
Mark Walkden, Artcom
Guy Tomlinson, Senior Consultant, SKG
Robert Frith, Acorn Photography
BGPA Kings Park Education staff
Grady Brand, Senior Curator, Kings Park, BGPA
ADCO Electrics
Referees
Geoff Warn founding co-director Donaldson &
Warn; Currently Government Architect, Office of
Government Architect, Western Australia
geoff@donaldsonandwarn.com.au
Lesley Hammersley, Director, Conservation
&
MASONRY FIXING
Horticulture, Kings Park, BGPA
OD  Ø250mm  STAINLESS  STEEL  OUTER  TUBE
lesley.hammersley@bgpa.wa.gov.au

The column translates live data from three sites: the solar array (GREEN light); the mechanical system power –air conditioning - heating/cooling
consumption (RED); and the building’s general power consumption – which includes lighting/power points/hot water system (BLUE). Engraved
symbols in the base’s rim point to the colour code of the illumination.
3 x 3 metre acrylic cylinders, with sandblasted imagery using hand cut mask material, created by deconstructing and abstracting the horizontal/
vertical/diagonal linear qualities of the aerial root system of Xanthorrhoea preissii (Australian grass tree). Aerial roots were chosen as a complimentary
2.
SLIDE IN INNER TUBE AND HOLD IN PLACE
MOVE ART COLUMN INTO POSITION
INNER TUBE OVER COLUMN AND FIX
opposite to Project
Two – which refers to source material below the3.ground
and reflects the building’s planted roof. 4. INLOWER
PLACE
Once the tubes are inserted inside each other, they create a visual complexity that transforms the LEDs into three glowing vertical lines that move
up & down according to the live data measured.

Materials

3 mt x 25cm diameter x
5mm acrylic tubing x 3
inserted into one column
Stainless steel structural
component top and
bottom
LED strips x 6 mounted on
an acrylic triangular stand
inside the tubes.
Acrylic grooved internal
base
Various electrical
programming and live
data collection devices

project 1

kings park education

back to table of
contents

Cross section of Xanthorrhoea preissii
(Australian grass tree)

Nocturnal view of artwork metering column

Arial root system of Xanthorrhoea preissii

Kings Park Education, basement view with planted roof

Detail of artwork metering column showing
layered effect

Installation and detail of base

Day view of artwork metering column

completion date

2012

Role
originator of
concept/artist

Introduction
The role of Kings Park Education provides an
interface between a student’s existing knowledge
of ‘nature’, balanced with the educational
experience the student will encounter in the
building and the subsequent physical engagement
in the surrounding park during their visit.
The building’s planted roof adds ‘green value’
to its sustainable attributes and disguises its
form when approached from the main entrance.
Added to this, the architects intended to create
a sense of mystery, intrigue and anticipation
when negotiating the entrance ramp down to the
Education centre.

Technical & Process Details

The root systems were photographed, with permission from the senior curator at BGPA Kings Park, by removing young plants from their pots
before they were planted out into the park. The soil was digitally removed from the roots to expose their individual patterns.
The glass embeds the digital images that are printed and laminated between three layers of glass. A hand cut, sandblasted pattern into the
glass surface reflects the seed shapes from the individual species, enables the viewer to look through the seed pattern to the root pattern.
To ensure the apertures were flush with the surface, a stainless prototype was developed to test how the ground inserts could be embedded
into the surface of the exterior material planned by the architects. Considerable consultation occurred between the electrical engineer, the
architect, the client and the building contractor to ensure good outcomes. A series of stainless steel ‘houses’ were fabricated in advance of the
concrete pour and made available to the builder to embed. The stainless steel infrastructure also houses the Flatlight and wiring, coloured film,
and the glass, these were installed at the completion of the build.
Electroluminescent (Flatlight) backlights the work from under the glass and is very energy efficient. Flatlight is very thin aluminium printed
with an electroluminescent (phosphorous) paint that illuminates when an electric current travels through it. Rather than a point source form of
lighting, Flatlight glows and doesn’t produce heat.
Sensors in the ceiling trigger the illumination when a human presence is detected.
The rims surrounding the apertures have the name of the particular species engraved into the surface using common and generic names.
location

Kings Park

Western
Australia

From the ramp journey, the visitors arrive in
the plaza area below the planted roof, where
the ground apertures are configured to mirror
the configuration of the structural columns
and then flow into the building’s interior.
With human presence, the hidden sensors
are triggered to illuminate the apertures
to reveal their individual contents.
The artwork concept responds to the mystery
and semi-underground nature of the building
by highlighting aspects of nature that are
either rarely visible in the Australian bush (as
in seeds) or, invisible and underground (as in
root systems). A mystery/intrigue element is
built into the glass ground apertures as they
command the viewer to look closely through
seed shapes into the root system patterns.
The artworks make both seed and root
elements of nature visible in a non-didactic way
and draw attention to the patterns that can be
created from these layered structures as well as
emphasizing the particularities and individuality
of the selected species. Through the back
illumination of layered and printed glass using
electroluminescent light, the floor works become
sensorial apertures into a magical underground
world, functioning in both a day and night context.

conceptual response to brief

Artwork Brief developed by BGPA (clients):
‘Engaging Children with Nature’

brief

project 2

kings park education

Acknowledgements
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Donaldson & Warn Architects
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Robert Frith, Acorn Photography
BGPA Kings Park Education staff
Grady Brand, Senior Curator, Kings Park, BGPA
ADCO Electrics
Referees
Geoff Warn founding co-director Donaldson &
Warn; Currently Government Architect, Office of
Government Architect, Western Australia
geoff@donaldsonandwarn.com.au
Lesley Hammersley, Director, Conservation &
Horticulture, Kings Park, BGPA
lesley.hammersley@bgpa.wa.gov.au

back to table of
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Project budget

AUD$180K

for both projects 1 & 2

ex gst

Materials

Digiglass: variable
dimensions - 30cm
to 40cm diameter x
30cm deep - with two
printed image layers
and sandblasted surface
pattern.
IR Sensors
Electroluminescent
(Flatlight)
3M coloured film
Engraved stainless steel
rims
Stainless steel housing
embedded into concrete
floor.
Various electrical
programming devices

project 2

kings park education

back to table of
contents

Top and right: Details of root systems of Australian native flora in Kings Park with soil removed

Illuminated nocturnal view of ground apertures

Detail looking through sand-blasted seed pattern to root structure

Detail showing engraved rim

2012

Role
originator of
concept/artist

Project Significance
Naturescape was designed by PlanE Landscape
Architects, for Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority,
Kings Park Perth, Australia. Sponsored by Rio Tinto,
the area boasts a vast natural play area with PlanE’s
interventions, specifically designed for children,
within Kings Park. The project is also part of Solar
Cities – an important national initiative.
The Naturescape artwork for the Illyarrie Shelter
is located in a high profile area for tourists and
locals and has proved to be a very popular public
experience. The artwork manifests as a large solar
powered and solar responsive ovoid glass aperture
that visually responds to and translates live shifts
in solar radiation through changing patterns in
electrochromic glass.

location

Kings Park
Western
Australia

Conceptually the artwork combines the translation of imagery inspired
by a common flora species in Naturescape - Banksia Ionthocarpa,
with recent technologies of solar and electrochromic glass.
The significance and uniqueness of the artwork is reflected in the
way it intervenes in the electrochromic glass process in a new and
innovative way to visually capture solar radiation shifts during the day.
Electrochromic glass has existed for approximately 12 years, although
its application in Australia is nascent and has tended to be restricted to
architecture. The artwork for Naturescape breaks new ground because
it is the first time this process has been solar powered in an artwork.
The work is a self-contained solar energy source and
simultaneously measures the solar energy that powers it, whilst
concurrently manifesting as a visual interpretation of the data
collected. The electric current required to operate the work is
directly powered by the modality it is measuring – the sun’s
energy. Solar panels located on the shelter’s roof attached to a
solar radiation-measuring instrument and other programming
devices allow the work to be autonomously solar responsive.
The project required significant collaborative industry research to
develop. Collaboration with the Korean company iGlass, based in
the state of Victoria, Australia, assisted in the development of a new
approach. In normal electrochromic glass, the whole panel will either
turn on, or off. For this project, we developed a method that would
allow 12 solar responsive sections to turn on and off independently.
The sections respond to the pyranometer situated on the shelter’s roof
and turn on/off according to how much solar radiation is available.
The viewer looks through blue, then orange, root systems to the
sky – and varying levels of transparency occur according to the level
of solar radiation. For example, when the artwork is turned off it is
difficult to see through to the sky. During low levels of radiation,
there is some transparency. When there is a maximum reading of
solar radiation, the panel is completely clear and the viewer will see
through the blue pattern to the orange pattern and the sky beyond.
Whilst this artwork is very complex in its construction and
installation and involved numerous contributors – it is a
visually interesting and intriguing piece that engages the
public through the sensorial experiences created via changes
that occur on a daily level. It also functions as an educational
device that stimulates conversation about solar energy and
constant changes in solar radiation levels. In this sense, the solar
benefits go beyond the presence and use of solar panels.

conceptual response to brief

Artwork Theme developed by the clients:To value
add to planE’s Naturescape design with artwork
that incorpoates solar energy.

brief

rio tinto naturescape

completion date

Acknowledgements
Client
Botanic Gardens & Parks Authority (BGPA)
Major Contributors
Dave Smith, PlanE
Johnny Pak, Director iGlass Australia
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Marcus Donato, Electrical Contractor
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Referee
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Technical & Process Details

Solar panels on the roof provide the energy to
power the work (with a battery back-up in an
adjacent location). A pyranometer (solar radiation
measuring instrument) also sits adjacent to
the solar panels on the roof. Simply put, this
information is fed into a programming device that
speaks to the electrochromic glass and controls how
many of the electrochromic sections come on/off.
Electrochromic glass has an interlayer that makes
the glass turn transparent when an electric current
is turned on, and translucent when off. For this
project therefore: High radiation = all sections
on. Low radiation = most off. From a Solar Cities
perspective, the artwork is completely autonomous turns itself on with the sun and off without the sun.

back to table of
contents

Project budget

AUD$66K
ex gst

Materials

The work is comprised of
the following:
On the roof:
X 3 solar panels
X 1 pyranometer
X 1 ovoid glass panel
with orange pattern
printed on the surface
Under the roof structure:
X 1 ovoid blue patterned
glass, triple laminated
(three sheets of glass
with two inter-layers)
that contain additional
electrochromic interlayers divided into twelve
sections (6 for each
layer).
Each section is separately
wired to allow for 12
variations in reading the
shifts in solar radiation.
The surface of two
glass ovoids printed
with ceramic-based ink
(Imagink) - kiln fired to
bake the colour into the
surface for longevity.
Framing of the artwork:
painted marine ply with
steel rim. The ‘boxed
out’ section of the
artwork was necessary
because the artist came
on board quite late into
the development of this
PlanE project.
Power box behind the 		
shelter screen - secreted
from view:
Electrical equipment to
drive and control the
work, including battery
and inverter.

rio tinto naturescape

back to table of
contents

Drawings showing electrochromic sections in two different layers of glass.

Top: Glass printing of
blue layer
Middle: Electrochromic
lamination process
Bottom:Glass printing of
orange layer

Digital renderings of the Banksia Ionthocarpa root system, which is printed onto electrochromic glass panels

An autonomous solar powered & solar responsive building integrated
artwork, that visually represents changes in solar radiation levels through
changing patterns in the glass in the Illyarrie shelter

Changes in colour and pattern as the solar radiation
changes throughout the day

Top: Detail of electrochromic glass
Bottom:Solar panels in situ with ovoid glass aperture visible in the
background

2014-2017 External examiner to La Salle College of the Arts, Singapore

Practising artist since 1985
www.pamelagaunt.com.au

2014-2016 Part-time Policy Officer Public Art, Infrastructure, 		
Department of Culture and the Arts, Western Australian
Government
2012-2014 Part-time Director International School of Design & Art,
Curtin University
1987-2014 Part-time academic/course coordinator, School of Design &
Art, Curtin University
2013-14

Educational Qualifications
2006 MA (Art History and Theory),
College of Fine Art (COFA), 			
University of New South 			
Wales (UNSW)
1989 Graduate Diploma in Art and Design		
Curtin University

Her philosophy to art practice promotes liaison with
architects and clients to embed artwork into the materials,
processes, or structures used by the architects. Her strong
research skills ensure conceptually relevant ideas about
the building’s role, or the site, are integrated into the
artwork. She has a broad experience in working with
local industry to achieve outcomes that enhance industry
skills and processes beyond normal expectations.
Pamela has published three monographs on her art
practice, and a book: The Decorative in Twentieth
Century Art: A Story of Decline and Resurgence,
Gaunt P., (VDM Publishing, Germany) 2010.
In 2013 her garden was featured in the ABC TV
Gardening Australia programme, for its inventive
approach to growing edible produce.

2015-16

		

1982 B.A. (Craft)
Western Australian 			
Institute of Technology (now Curtin 		
University)

2008 Errant Abstractions, Galerie Düsseldorf, Perth.
2003 Floribunda, Galerie Düsseldorf, Perth
1999 New Works, Galerie Düsseldorf, Perth
1999 Moth-Eaten, Object Gallery, Sydney
1998 Patterning The Edge, Craft Victoria, Melbourne

Represented In The Following
Collections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Perth Collection
Museum Fur Kunsthandwerk, Frankfurt am 		
Main, Germany
Art Gallery of Western Australia
Sir James and Lady Cruthers Collection
Jewish Museum of Australia.
Crafts Board of the Australia Council
Curtin University of Technology
Ararat Regional Gallery, Victoria
Perth College Collection
Several national and international private collections

commissions

Pamela Gaunt is a Perth based artist in Australia with
a 30year practice and (until recently) a longstanding
commitment to art education as a part time university
academic. She maintains an ongoing interest in the research
area of aesthetics – particularly the concepts of affect and
materiality. Pamela also explores relationships between
Art, Design, Architecture, Science/Technology, and Industry,
with interests in Environmental and Sustainable issues.

solo exhibitions

curriculum vitae

Employment

1996 Marginalia, Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
1994 One Size Fits Most, The Story So Far Gallery, Perth
			
1984 Body Works, Australian Craftworks Gallery, Sydney
Note: not listed in this CV are many national and international
group exhibitions.

2012-14
2010-12
2009-12

2009-10
2008-09
2008-09
2007-09
2005-08
2005-06
2003-04

1994/5

Artwork for Elizabeth Quay with Iredale Pedersen Hook (IPH) Architects

Artwork commission for Kenwick Station Upgrade, with Armstrong Parkin
Architects and clients Perth Transport Authority (PTA).

Artwork for Oxford Youth Foyer with GHD Architects in partnership with
Foundation Housing, Anglicare, Central Institute (TAFE), and The Foyer.

Artwork for Kings Park Rio Tinto Naturescape, community shelter, BGPA and
PlanE architects.
Artwork for Kings Park Education as part of Solar Cities with

Donaldson & Warn architects, and clients Botanic Gardens and Parks
Authority (BGPA).

Foundation Housing Residential Apartments, Midland, Jonathon Lake
Architects

Artwork Screens for Christchurch Grammar School, principle’s residence,
with Donaldson & Warn architects.

Artwork for Perth College extension with Donaldson & Warn architects.
Artwork for A.K. Reserve Site Works, Department of Sport &
Recreation

Artwork for Homeswest, West Perth, in collaboration with Marco Marcon,
with Donaldson & Warn architects (on hold).
Artwork for Homeswest, Subi Centro, with Sharp & van Rhyn Architects.
Artwork for the WA Ecology Centre, Bold Park, Perth with

Donaldson & Warn Architects, and clients Botanic Gardens and Parks
Authority (BGPA).

MGT Architects for clients SAFTI Military Institute, Singapore.

Co-supervision (with Annette Seeman) of undergraduate student
Karen Hong for a series of banners designs.

2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2003
2003

1988
1985
1984

Linden 1968, Linden Contemporary Art Space, Melbourne.
[ex]Changing Traditions, Kyoto Art Centre, Japan
Melbourne Art Fair, with Galerie Dusseldorf
Signpost to a New Place, Harrogate, England
Shelflife, Festival of Perth, Galerie Düsseldorf, Perth.
Contemporary International Textiles, Ormeau Baths Gallery, Belfast.
Tali Ikat, Taman Budaya Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Connection Visual II: An Exhibition of Western Australian Contemporary Fine Art, 		
Shanghai and Hangzhou, China.
Divergence, Art Gallery Chiang Mai University and The Grand Hall, Siam Discovery
Centre, Bangkok, Thailand.
Second Look, Prospect Gallery Textiles Biennial, Prospect Gallery, Adelaide.
Chinese Whispers, The Study Gallery, Dorset, England.
In Our Hands, Nagoya, Japan.
12th International Biennale of Miniature Textiles, Szombathely Museum, 		
Hungary.
Material Narratives, Jam Factory, Adelaide.
5th International Textiles Biennale, Museum of Kyoto, Japan.
Derivations, The Dowse Art Museum, New Zealand
Symbol And Narrative, travelling exhibition to India, Nepal, Thailand.
In Our Hands, Nagoya, Japan.
Threads of Journeys, sponsored by Dept. of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT),High Court of Australia, Canberra and travelled to 24 countries.
Australian Contemporary Design In Jewish Ceremony Jewish Museum of 		
Australia, Melbourne.
The Meat Market Invitation Show, Meat Market Gallery, Melbourne.
Diamond Valley Art Award, Diamond Valley Civic Centre, Victoria.
Body Rap, Art Gallery of W.A., Perth

1981

Channel Seven Young Artists Awards, Art Gallery of WA, Perth.

2002
2001
2001
2001
2000
1999
1997
1997
1995
1994
1991
1991

Published Monographs

awards & grants

curriculum vitae

Group exhibitions (selected)

2013 Department of Culture and the Arts (DCA) Arts Development Grant ($22,000)
2008 Department of Culture and the Arts, (DCA) Arts Development Grant ($16,000)
2005 Australia Council, Visual Art & Strategy Grant ($20,000)
2001 ARTSWA Creative Development Fellowship ($30,000)
1999 ArtsWA Artflight grant to Sydney
1998 ArtsWA Artflight grant to Melbourne
1997 Australia Council Milan Studio Residency, Italy ($10,000)
1996 Visual Arts Crafts Board of the Australia Council Project Grant ($12,000)
1995 W.A. Dept. for the Arts, Creative Development Grant ($10,000)
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